RAPÉ

A MIXTURE OF POWDERED PLANTS, WHICH ALLOWS TOTAL RELAXATION, WHICH SOOTHES THE THOUGHT AND
RELEASES THE INNER SILENCE.
From Brazil, Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela, 100% pure and prepared by expert shamans. Snout or Rapé is a
preparation of ground plants, of millennial origin.
To apply it, simply blow into each nostril through a projector which is a wooden tube. One of the tips goes into your
noseand, through the other tip, the shaman blows the Rapé there.
The way you breathe is important: you have to do it with love, to bring peace to your mind and body. Do not do it
to silence the voice of the ego with violence, but rather with the intention of settling into that peace that will allow
you not to fight with this voice and ignore it without giving it credit, so that the sweet voice of morality can come
out.
There are also self-applicators to apply it yourself. Tobacco is not snorted because it would not take the same route
in the brain and would not reach the pineal gland. It is therefore essential to have a self-applicator for this. If you
have phlegm, spit it out and if the snout powder flows through the nose, simply wipe it gently with a tissue without
blowing your nose. It is recommended not to blow your nose before 10 minutes have elapsed after taking, so that
medicine has done its job of cleaning.
The effect of snuff tobacco is total relaxation and calmness of thought. It does not produce visions, nor does it
expand consciousness, but it releases the presenceinside of you, drawing a smile of serenity on your face.
It crosses the whole body with a tickle, numbing and distended the unnecessary tensions that are sometimes kept
automatically in our body, the result of the accumulation of a life spent in a false state of constant alert, ready to
react to the "danger". With snout tobacco, the body loosens all its tensions, leaving it in an optimal state of
relaxation to meditate, which is why this tool has become the prerequisite for many meditators in their inner world.
On the other hand, at the physical level, the entire respiratory system is released, and it is ideal in case of sinusitis,
rhinitis, congestion, etc. Car, among other things, it purifies the nasal cavities of all the air pollution retained in the
particles that are accumulated.
It is also indicated in cases of headaches since it makes the pain disappear instantly. Therefore, it is indicated to
apply it after long days of mental work to clear the mind.
The Rapé balances the masculine and feminine side by allowing the person to access a state of internal harmony
that connects him to his sweetest and lightest feeling, so it is ideal for thinking and even continuing to work before
a break due to mental or emotional overload.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE USE OF THE RAPÉ:
Snout should be taken in both nostrils. Each of the cavities represents a flow of energy from the body.
The right side:
The channel of the Sun (transmitter – yang). This would strengthen the rational mind, which makes it possible to
learn and gain the strength necessary to overcome problems through effort. This is the masculine side. Typical
problems on the right side are selfish or violent behavior, arrogance, and pride.
The left side:
The channel of the Moon (receiver – yin). It gives access to the power of emotions in their pure state, providing
qualities of deep joy, pure love, compassion and artistic abilities. This side is the feminine. Typical problems on the
left side are emotional attachment, depression, low self-esteem, guilt or lethargy.
The person who is going to take Rapé for the first time must know this. If she receives the Rapé just on one side,
she will enter an even stronger process than usual and this will be due to not properly accessing the healing process
and thus rejecting medicine. It is a rejection of oneself and the spirit of the Rapé.
Psychologically, rapé deals with the fears of the person. A given application with force can cause the subject to
experience his own shadow and access his darkest fears. Countless experiments also demonstrate the undeniable
effectiveness of Rapé in treating depression, obsessive fears, insomnia and anxiety among others.
A lot of people quit smoking after starting to take Rapé.
Other properties
It helps expel mucus and parasites from the frontal and nasal sinuses.
It helps to clear the mind and stop the internal dialogue.
It is healing and antibiotic when applied to wounds.
It lowers the cranial pressure.
It is deworming and cleanses the intestines.
It eliminates headaches, dullness and dizziness.
It expels excess phlegm.
It promotes intestinal peristaltic movement.
It makes you understand on a conscious level what meditation is.
It cleanses from the fouling accumulated over years in the ENT system, generating problems such as sinusitis and
migraines.
It cleanses, orders and aligns your energy fields, especially the third eye and crown chakras, and from there it rises
and falls along the spine.
It is a medicine that promotes the vision of the mind.
The Rapé allows to reach a very deep state of meditation.
It is also very effective in treating problems of the respiratory and digestive system.
Many people treat their sinusitis and rhinitis with this drug, which also immunizes against diseases of the respiratory
system. It is also very powerful for treating the digestive system.
On the energetic level, it has a direct action on the management of fears, anxieties and other energies related to
the solar plexus, causing vomiting, and thus eliminating the dense energies accumulated at the level of the solar
plexus. It is also a powerful analgesic, eliminating headaches and body pains. Rapé is also relaxing and antipyretic.
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